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You can contact us if you want to 
order some copies  

louise.desmares@havas.com

WALMART STAYING POWER  
Our book is available!



THE VOICE OF REVOLUTION  
We have just released our new book.  

You can get your copies now   
louise.desmares@havas.com



Edito

Our monthly round-the-world tour covering the hottest retail 
topics. 
In these early days of 2022, more and more brands are jumping 
on virtual shopping trends: metaverse, NFT, cryptocurrency… 
Tech implementation is now a must for personalising and 
facilitating the shopping experience, both online and in-store.  
The omnichannel experience is now moving to the next level.  

h/commerce, Havas group consulting offer dedicated to retail, 
follows and shares with you the most striking evolutions in the 
global retail industry.h/commerce’s monthly Newsletter gives you 
an in-depth look into the retail ecosystem to decipher new 
trends: store check, data, strategies analysis, innovations. 
This Newsletter is part of a collection of thematic reports that 
aims at providing keys to understand new trends and retailers 
strategies.
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1/ BIG RETAIL 
SHOW 2022 
RECAP



Mid January, the National Retail Federation’s Retail Big Show took place in New York gathering international retail leaders and innovative technology companies 



The key word of the event: « ACCELERATION »  

3 BIG TRANSFORMATIONS

Digital 
transformation 

Data 
transformation 

Sustainable 
transformation 



Crypto-currency 

Frictionless shopping experience 

Automation 

Most of the innovations featured in the event were related to digital transformation 

Digital transformation Data transformation Sustainable transformation 

Sustainability powered by tech Instant commerce 



Shop for necessities by “hailing” a mobile store via appInstant commerce 



Quick commerce impacted 2021 retail and will continue to grow 
in 2022 

Instant commerce 



Autonomous last-mile delivery systems (vehicles + robots) Automation 
Tech companies Retailers implementation 



Autonomous robots designed to work alongside humans inside 
points of sale Automation 

Tech companies Retailers implementation 

Hippo Fresh - Alibaba’s supermarket are also fulfillment centers, 
where the online orders are prepared thanks to a system 

conveyor belts along the ceiling.



Crypto-currency 
Tech companies Retailers implementation 

Retailers are investing in cryptocurrency 



Autonomous stores and self-service are the main answers to 
consumers high convenience expectation 

Frictionless shopping experience 



PATRICE LOUVET  
 CEO Polo Ralph Lauren

To provide a fully integrated customer experience, retailers 
have to develop an omnichannel ecosystem  

Physical stores

Virtual stores
+

Frictionless shopping experience 



Customer centric & empathetic experience (Chewy case: 
a pet brand very close to pets’ parents)

Frictionless shopping experience 



Retailers can choose smart solutions to cut down on plastic and 
cardboard with reusable and returnable packagings

Sustainability powered by tech 

Tech companies Retailers implementation 



Many tech start-ups are offering smart solutions to help retailers to 
enter the circular economy by extending lives of their products 

Sustainability powered by tech 
Tech companies Retailers implementation 



Retailers are increasingly integrating data and digital technologies into their ecosystem to provide the consumer with a simplified and uninterrupted shopping experience.  
Future of commerce is driven by convenience & personalisation. 
Sustainability is a must have for retailers and this applies to all stages of the product life cycle: sourcing, manufacturing, distribution and after-sales service. 



2/ NEWS FROM LEADERS



WALMART SUCCESS AND PROGRESS IS ON EVERYBODY'S 
RADAR THIS MONTH 

Walmart dominates click-and-collect in the US. 

The retail giant made up 25% of all US click-and-
collect orders in 2021, totaling more than $20 
billion in sales. 

Walmart has been pursuing the click-and-collect 
model for several years now and started long 
before the pandemic. 3,700 of its US stores offer 
curbside pickup.
https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/general/walmart-click-and-collect-champion

Walmart patent filings suggest metaverse plans, 
own cryptocurrency, and NFTs. 
The retailer sought several new trademarks on 
December 30th. It has filled seven trademark 
applications revealing its plans to join the 
metaverse and NFT races.  
Many virtual items should be launched like 
electronics, sporting goods, home furnitures etc.  
With all these virtual items from different 
categories, Walmart’s consumers should be able to 
customized their whole virtual space.  
In addition, the giant seems to be eyeing 
cryptocurrency. 
Regarding metaverse, the best is yet to come!
https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/general/walmart-wants-its-own-cryptocurrency-and-nfts

Source: UPSTO Source: Supermarket News

Walmart expands its 24/7 Home Delivery via 
Smart Boxes to selected Florida areas, following 
a successful consumer trial. 
Walmart and ‘smart box’ maker HomeValet 
partnered last May to offer "a convenient and 
stress-free grocery delivery experience». These 
boxes keep customers’ items fresh while also 
ensuring their deliveries remain secure until they 
can pick them up.  
The lockable, temperature-controlled boxes are  
dropped off outside customers' homes  when they 
are at work, asleep, or just away from home.

Source: Walmart

https://techcrunch.com/2022/01/12/homevalet-launches-its-499-smart-box-to-keep-your-
grocery-deliveries-cold-and-packages-secure/



Amazon is opening a tech powered Amazon Style store. 
Thanks to algorithms, customers are provided with advices through the 
Amazon Shopping app.  
The 1st store of its kind is about 2,800 sq and is near Los Angeles, 
California.  

As an ordinary fashion store, items are displayed on shelves but inside 
Amazon Style customers have to scan a QR code to select the color and 
size of items they want to try on and then send items to a fitting room. The 
visitor of the store is then added into a virtual queue leading to the fitting 
room.  
Once in the fitting room, the customer can ask, through its app, any other 
item he or she wants to try on. Some touchscreens inside the fitting rooms 
are even offering some additional recommendations to customers and 
they are saving customers’ choices to be more accurate.  
Thanks to this new offer, Amazon is offering a fully personalized service.  

News  from Amazon Source: Le Monde



3/ 
GLOBAL RETAIL 
NEWS & STORIES



ROBOTS ARE CENTRAL TO 
COMMERCE TRANSFORMATION



THE SUBSIDIARY OF THE CHINESE ECOMMERCE JD.COM 
OPENED ITS 1ST ROBOTS STORE IN NETHERLANDS

Chinese e-commerce giant JD.COM unveils two 
robotic shops – named Ochama - merging 
automated warehouse and pick-up shop in the 
Netherlands. 

The automated warehouse is mainly equipped with a 
fleet of robots (automated ground vehicles), robotic 
arms, and more. 
Customers can also visit the shop’s showroom where 
Ochama’s product assortment is displayed. 

Customers order their products online, then visit the 
store where robots pick up and sort out the products. 
Then, they scan their QR code using the app and get 
their order within 2 minutes. They can also have their 
order delivered to their home.

Source: Linéaires  

https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/general/ochama-opens-first-robot-stores-netherlands



The food delivery app is testing an autonomous 
delivery solution in Santa Monica (California).  
To do so, the brand is partnering with Motional a 
company co-created by Hyundai and Aptiv.  
For now, no details have been released about this first 
trial.  
The autonomous vehicle selected for this mission 
should be the Hyundai IONIQ 5 from Motional. This 
category of autonomous vehicle doesn’t require any 
human intervention.  
As consumers are waiting for more convenience and 
rapidity, many of these solutions are currently being 
tested in major cities.   
It will also be a way of responding to the growing 
competition from quick commerce players who are 
pushing other delivery operators to redouble their 
efforts to remain in the race. 

UBER EATS IS CURRENTLY TESTING OUT AN AUTONOMOUS 
DELIVERY SYSTEM

https://siecledigital.fr/2021/12/20/uber-eats-met-a-lessai-la-livraison-autonome-en-2022/

Source: Motors Actu  



https://www.aldi.co.uk/shopandgo

ALDI IS OPENING ITS 1ST CHECKOUT FREE STORE 

Aldi opened its first Shop&Go store in Greenwich 
High Street in London.  
This opening is following a trialling period where the 
solution was tested by the staff.  
Customers can do their shopping without having to go 
through any checkout or products scanning.  
What they only have to do is download the Aldi 
Shop&Go app to be able to enter the shop.  
Many cameras are tracking what customers are picking 
from the shelves.  
Then, once their grocery shopping is over, customers 
just have to walk out the store and they are directly 
charged into Aldi’s app. 

Source: News. FR24  



BRANDS ARE EXPERIMENTING 
WITH ALL THE FEATURES THE 
METAVERSE HAS TO OFFER 



Tiger beer, beer brand, created a Virtual Street Food 
festival. This experience was created in collaboration with 
The Chariot Agency in Kuala Lumpur.  
Thus, fans of the brand were able to sign in online to get to 
the festival. In addition they received a free Tiger Beer can.  
About 100 street food merchants were available online, so 
those living within 10 km of these merchants could order 
food for delivery at home from the platform.  
Some streetwear brands were also partnering with the Tiger 
Beer event to provide limited edition items.   
This festival for the brand is the occasion to position itself as 
a cultural actor in the region. 

TIGER BEER OPENED A VIRTUAL STREET FOOD FESTIVAL

https://www.dentsu.com/sg/en/our-work/case-study-dentsu-x-tiger-street-food-festival



H&M SHOULD MAKE ITS ENTRANCE INTO THE METAVERSE 
VERY SOON

Source: MVC Magazine   

https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/fashion/hm-talks-over-first-store-metaverse

H&M is currently entering into discussion with Ceek, 
an Indian metaverse platform to launch its first 
virtual shop into the virtual world.  
Into its new virtual store, H&M will most likely provide 
its customers with virtual items.  
For now no decision has been made, but the fashion 
giant is certainly eyeing the virtual world like Nike and 
the luxury fashion market did before.  
If the deal is done, the H&M store should be located in 
the Ceek virtual city where many other brands’ stores 
can be visited. The platform also offers events and 
concerts.  
The challenge now for the brand will be to enter the 
race in time to stay ahead of the pack. 



SOME EXECUTIVES FROM GYMSHARK HOLD A MEETING 
INTO THE METAVERSE

https://www.retailgazette.co.uk/blog/2022/01/watch-gymshark-executives-hold-meeting-in-the-metaverse/

Source: Linkedin

Gymshark Chief Brand Officer, Noel Mack, posted 
on its Linkedin feed a video showing him as well as 
the company’s founder and chief executive Ben 
Francis.  
In fact, what we can really see is their avatars seating in 
a kind of a virtual meeting room.  
In the video, one of them is switching environment to 
show that they can hold a meeting wherever they wish 
to.  
Much more than a e-commerce channel, metaverse is 
now a powerful way of getting people together in our 
covid world. 



SELFRIDGES IS THE 1ST RETAILER EVER TO SELL NFT IN-
STORE 

https://www.adweek.com/commerce/selfridges-becomes-the-first-retailer-to-sell-nfts-over-the-counter/

https://us.fashionnetwork.com/news/Selfridges-in-nft-deep-dive-with-paco-rabanne,1368786.html

Source: Fashion Network 

In partnership with Paco Rabane and the Vasarely 
fondation, Selfridges will be the 1st to sell fixed-price 
NFTs. 
From this collaboration comes an exhibition called Universe. 
It includes 55 works by Vasarely and customers will be able 
to purchase 37 of them in-store. Paco Rabane is 
reproducing Vasarely’s geometric shapes into its summer 
collection. These pieces of clothes will be available for 
purchase alongside pieces of art. Some products will only 
be available online, including a collection of Vasarely’s rare 
paintings and Paco Rabane’s vintage clothings. These are 
considered as virtual pieces of art. What makes this sale 
very unique is the fact that most of the time NFTs are sold 
online and by auction. In this event, NFTs are sold in store 
and at a fixed price.  
The NFTs are sold in its flagship of London at the end of 
January. 
Around 1800 NFTs will be available for sale between 2000 
and 100000 euros. 
Customers can even purchase them with their credit card.  
NFTs will take many forms over the next months. 



SOME RETAILERS ARE GOING 
PREMIUM 



NIKE WANTS TO PRIVILEGE ITS « REAL » FANS  AND REWARD 
THEM FOR THEIR LOYALTY 

Early 2022, Nike announced that its limited editions would 
be kept for the most loyal brand’s fans. The most loyal 
sneakerheads would have a chance to access to exclusive 
Nike’s drops. It is a scoring system that would determine 
whether the consumer is committed enough to the brand. 
For example, for a new exclusive product drop, the algorithm 
will calculate wether or not a certain customer is following the 
brand’s streams and is committed through content sharing 
etc.  
In fact, limited drops are quite often attracting hijackers who 
grab products at incredible speed and then resell them at 
exorbitant prices on other platforms. This new system is 
therefore a way for Nike to fight against these hijackers and 
give the power back to the brand's true fans. 

Source: Nike  

https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/fashion/nike-chooses-who-gets-buy-limited-editions



https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/furniture/ikea-starts-tailored-interior-design-advice

The Ikea «   Interior Design Service » is now available in 
Belgium.  
This service has previously been launched in other countries.  
To access the service, customers have to book a one-on-one 
appointment with an interior designer.  
Three options are available from 29 to 174 euros depending 
on the extra services required.  
The minimum provided is a one-hour long discussion with a 
designer.  
Some additional options are available such as 3D drawings, 
moodboards, tips and a shopping list.   
This extra offer from Ikea is a direct response to the « New 
normal  » the pandemic has brought. People want to feel 
confortable at home or in their business space. 

IKEA IS NOW PROVIDING A TAILORED INTERIOR DESIGN 
ADVICE IN BELGIUM

Source: Retail Detail  



4/ 
FIGURES OF  
THE MONTH



ECOMMERCE IS PURSUING ITS GROWTH AND ITS SHARE 
OF TOTAL RETAIL SALES IS GROWING STEADILY  



The sensory & entertaining aspects of the in-
store shopping experience are still very 

important in the consumer journey

HOWEVER, THE PHYSICAL RETAILER IS NOT DEAD AND 
SOME ASPECTS OF IN-STORE SHOPPING ARE STILL 
MISSING FROM ECOMMERCE 



WE NEED YOUR HELP!  

We would like to start involving more often the h/commerce community. 

So, the aim is to share your thoughts and analysis on the retail market 
evolution/transformation with our entire network inside this monthly 

newsletter. 

So please, if you have something to share with us (a trend, an issue, a case, a 
study...) feel free to get in touch!  

louise.desmares@havas.com

THANKS FOR YOUR HELP  
> See an example



THE ARTICLE OF LIANNE ON SUSTAINABLE RETAIL IN THE JUNE ISSUE OF 
THE NEWSLETTER:  

To read Lianne’s article > 
https://spark.adobe.com/page/aMLiYcVnT229q/



If you know someone who wants to subscribe: 

https://forms.office.com/r/eRdAEhB6Tk







h/commerce continuously 
monitors markets, anticipates 
changes in future behaviors and 
identifies insights that impact retail: 
thematic dossiers. 

workshop

How the world’s largest retailer turned to a click 
& mortar model to fight back against Amazon.
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Contact: hcommerce@havas.com 


